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Frameless  
Showers

Our showers are custom made to suit your 
bathroom layout. Whether it requires  

hinged or sliding doors, angled panels or 
notch cut-outs, we deliver the best solution. 

Shower hardware can be matched to your 
other bathroom fittings and/or decor.
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Frameless Showers  
(Hinged, Screen, Sliding and Soft Close incl Glass Shelves)   
A glass shower screen delivers timeless elegance, custom designed to suit your 
bathroom. The clean lines and design simplicity provide the least visual intrusion and the 
maximum light flow. Even small bathrooms feel larger, and the minimal use of fittings and 
seals means less areas for unsightly mould to build. Metro is able to offer various hinged, 
sliding and soft close options to suit a broad range of applications. 

Combined with Ezyclean® Technology, Clearvision®, decorative glass and a number of 
hardware options we have a solution to suit every application. 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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EzyClean (Used in Showers)  
EzyClean is an optically clear protective coating that chemically 
bonds to the glass surface, creating a non-stick barrier resistant 
to corrosion, etching, and staining. However, while cleaning is 
made easier and less frequent, the need to clean is not eliminated. 
Treated glass becomes both hydrophobic and oleophobic (water and 
oil repellent) protecting against most forms of dirt and grime. The 
molecule is highly resistant to chemical breakdown by UV light giving 
it long term stability. This protection thereby reduces staining and 
etching that often forms on shower recesses. 

Design Guidance Frameless Showers
Our showers are custom made to suit your bathroom layout. 
Whether it requires hinged or sliding doors, angled panels or notch 
cut-outs, we deliver the best solution. Shower hardware can be 
matched to your other bathroom fittings and/or decor.
Typical Shower Designs:
u   Inline Showers
u   Square Showers
u   Quadrant Showers

Hinged Door
Enclosed showers separate the shower water from the rest of the room. There is also the ability to have coloured hinges and handles.

Single Door Two panels inline,  
one door, one an infill

Three panels, one door,  
one infill, one square return

Four panels, one door,  
two infills, one square return

Five panels, one door, two 
infills, two angled returns

Five panels, one door, two infills, two square 
returns, optional stabilising shelf return

Four panels, one door, one infill, two 
angled returns (10mm frameless)

Three panels, two sliding,  
one fixed

Four panels, two sliding,  
one fixed, one square return

Two panels, one sliding, 
one fixed

Three panels, one sliding 
return, one fixed, one square

Three panels, one door, two angled 
returns, optional stabilising shelf or 
rod (10mm frameless)

Three panels inline, 
one door, two infills

Panel only/Panel only with rod

Five panels, two sliding,  
one fixed, one square return

Bath Hob and infill

Panel only for Hob

All to end on Hob Bath Hob

u   Sliding Showers
u   Curved Shower
u   Bath End Shower
u   Bifold Bath Screen

Walk-In
Walk-in showers are convenient and easy to access particularly in small bathrooms.

Sliding Door
Enclosed showers with a sliding door combine the benefits of a small footprint like a Walk-in shower while also closing the wet area 
off from the rest of the bathroom.


